purerad and purekote
laminating adhesives and PSAs
™

™

still looking for a high-quality adhesive?
pureRad™ laminating adhesives and pureseal™ heat-seals for flexo printing in partnership with
Beijersbergen & Partners BV
packaging, printing and graphics

about Ashland

Ashland provides innovative technology solutions
for a broad range of narrow-, mid- and wideweb applications. Besides solvent-based acrylic
PSAs, Ashland has an extensive product line for
the packaging & converting industry. Our waterbased laminating adhesives open new possibilities
for using flexible packaging in place of traditional
packaging. Faster curing adhesives improve the
converter productivity. Anchorage promoters and
print receptive primers enhance the allure of products
on the shelf. Functional coatings, primers, heat seal
or cold seal adhesives and flexo graphic UV/EB or
LED curable varnishes and laminating adhesives are
expertly formulated to meet customers’ most stringent
requirements in areas such as food and beverage,
shipping, transportation, health and beauty, industrial,
postage and security printing.

We are passionate, tenacious, solvers who thrive
on developing practical, innovative, and elegant
solutions to complex problems in applied chemistry,
always pushing the boundaries of what’s possible,
and advancing the competitiveness of our customers.
Our people are distinguished by their ability to create
and apply specialized chemistry in ways that enable
customers to amplify the efficacy, refine the usability,
add to the allure, ensure the integrity, and improve
the profitability of their products and applications. We
achieve this by offering a vast product line, custom
solutions, and superior technical support.

pureRad™ UV/EB
& LED curable
varnishes & primers

pureRad™ UV/EB & LED
laminating adhesives

pureRad™ UV curable
flexo printing PSAs

purekote™ water-based
print receptive primers

purekote™ water-based
primers & barrier
coatings

purekote™ water-based
heat seal adhesives

pureseal™ water-based
cold seal adhesives

purethane™
water-based
laminating adhesives

aroset™ solvent-based
acrylic PSAs

North America —
Dublin, OH USA
Tel:
+1 614 790 3361
Europe — Barcelona, Spain
Tel: +34 93 206 5120
India — Navi Mumbai
Tel: +1 800 209 2475
Asia Pacific —
Shanghai,P.R. China
Tel: +86 21 2402 4888
Latin America —
Araçariguama, Brazil
Tel: +55 11 4136 6477
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The information contained in this brochure and the
various products described are intended for use only by
persons having technical skill and at their own discretion
and risk after they have performed necessary technical
investigations, tests and evaluations of the products
and their uses. Certain end uses of these products may
be regulated pursuant to rules or regulations governing
medical devices, drug uses, or pesticidal or antimicrobial
uses. It is the end user’s responsibility to determine the
applicability of such regulations to its products.
All statements, information, and data presented herein are
believed to be accurate and reliable, but are not to be
taken as a guarantee of fitness for a particular purpose, or
representation, express or implied, for which seller assumes
legal responsibility. No freedom to use any patent owned
by Ashland, its subsidiaries, or its suppliers is to be inferred.

